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Chapter Three: COLE SWENSEN 

1. Introduction 

2. Cole SwensenÕs Painterly Poetics 

3. The Open Window: Swensen and Pierre Bonnard 

4. SwensenÕs Framed ÔGhostsÕ 
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1.  Introduction  

Cole SwensenÕs thematic volumes of poetry have long been involved with the literary 

exploration of the visual arts.  Try (1999)1 concentrates on late medieval and early 

Renaissance paintings but includes poems responding to work by abstract painter 

Olivier Debre, sculptor Auguste Rodin and film-maker Chantal Akerman.  Her 

collection Such Rich Hour (2001)2 is concerned with Tres Riches Heures du Duc de 

Berry, an illuminated manuscript that is a fifteenth century book of hours.  Exploring 

the notion of white in Goest (2004),3 Swensen includes several poems on the work of 

Cy Twombly that relate to his sculpture.  Much of the book focuses on the materials 

and inventions that produce or act as vehicles of light, including mirrors, street lamps, 

early photography, etched glass and light bulbs, where what is seen might be 

heightened or impaired, for Ôin all its moving parts, it could be something elseÕ4 and 

the implication for the viewer becomes Ôwhat the eye could grasp in a glanceÕ.5  

 

Drawing, painting, sign language and shadow puppetry feature in The Book of a 

Hundred Hands (2005)6 where ideas of perspective and form usually reserved for 

viewing an art object are applied to the human hand.  The Glass Age (2007)7 

continues to examine how as spectators we are constantly adjusting our understanding 

through the acts of ÔlookingÕ and ÔseeingÕ.  The book offers an exploration of 

windows, glass and light itself as artistic devices in the work of Pierre Bonnard, while 

making similar reference to Gustave Caillebotte, Wilhelm Hammershoi and Robert 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Cole Swensen, Try (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1999). 
2 Cole Swensen, Such Rich Hour (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2001). 
3 Cole Swensen, Goest (Farmington, Maine: Alice James Books, 2004). 
4 Swensen, ÔFive Landscapes: TwoÕ, Goest, p. 11. 
5 Swensen, ÔFive Landscapes: ThreeÕ, Goest, p. 12. 
6 Cole Swensen, The Book of a Hundred Hands (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2005). 
7 Cole Swensen, The Glass Age (Farmington, Maine: Alice James Books, 2007). 
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Delaunay amongst other painters, for Ôpainting opens a world that was not / there just 

seconds beforeÕ.8 

 

Both Ours (2008)9 and Greensward (2010, with graphic artist Shari DeGraw)10 

respond to eighteenth century garden design: the former focuses on the work of Andre 

Le Notre; the latter on John Rocque and his contemporaries.  In the second of these 

books, SwensensÕs poetic text is inserted either over or adjacent to a relevant 

engraving, map or archival image.  The subject under scrutiny here, according to Ron 

Silliman, Ôis the logic of the garden, or of a certain type of garden, and the logic of the 

poem, our artÕ.11 

 

The landscape garden offers a spatial, psychological and sensory encounter which 

connects to the question that is central to all of her collections: how do we 

acknowledge, absorb and emotionally meet not only works of visual art, but also 

everyday objects and features such as windows, mirrors, doorways, gateways, paths 

and corners as human attempts to shape our negotiation of what is an essentially 

domesticated or landscaped environment.  For example, in The Glass Age, the speaker 

notes that BonnardÕs painted windows are: 

 
     actually more concerned with the frame. It stands in the way, not 
     framing the scene, but cutting it in two, thus framing not our view, 
     but our awareness of viewing, 
     our standing 
                                in the middle É 12 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Swensen, ÔThe Open WindowÕ, The Glass Age, pp. 3-31 (p. 12). 
9 Cole Swensen, Ours (London: University of California Press, 2008). 
10 Cole Swensen, Greensward (New York: Ugly Duckling Press, 2009). 
11 Ron Silliman, ÔAll Conceptual Writing is AllegoricalÕ, Tuesday, April 14, 2009, pp. 1-4 (p. 1) from  
http://ronsilliman.blogspot.co.uk/2009/04/all-conceptual-writing-is-allegorical.htm, [accessed 1.10.13] 
12 Swensen, ÔThe Open WindowÕ, The Glass Age, p. 17. 
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In her collection Gravesend (2012)13 Swensen shifts most of her poetic attention away 

from specific examples of visual art towards the art of simply looking.  Her writing of 

these poems capitalizes upon her previous engagement with the image-making of 

particular artists, their ways of seeing and perceiving.  By applying her process-based 

model of ekphrasis to the port-town of Gravesend, she again furthers her research as 

practice.  As a meditation on ghosts and ghost stories, the volume explores the effect 

of ghostly experience as it is incorporated into daily life and how glimpses of the 

supernatural might be recorded or represented. 

 

SwensenÕs engagement with the process of visual perception and the consciousness of 

seeing dominates The Glass Age and Gravesend.  Both books reflect her poetic aim to 

examine the ways in which ÔseeingÕ becomes ÔperceivingÕ.  Swensen has argued that 

although poetry shares very little formally with the visual arts, she believes the 

explorative poet is in an advantageous position to be able to approach a visual image 

or object.  The significance and value of contemporary ekphrasis for her is in its 

potential as a mode of perception: a way of looking that aestheticizes any object or 

figure, transforming it through the attentive gaze.  Above all, Swensen asks, how do 

we as viewers Ôabsorb and emotionally meetÕ works of art; how do we Ôincorporate 

them É allowing them to infiltrate our daily livesÕ.14 

 

Recognition of the Ôexpressive potential of language itselfÕ15 as an art material, as well 

as a means of communication, is crucial to SwensenÕs practice.  The role of the visual  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Cole Swensen, Gravesend (London: University of California Press, 2012). 
14 Cole Swensen, Plenary Paper, ÔWriting Into ArtÕ Conference, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
June 18-19th, 2013. 
15 Cole Swensen, ÔIntroductionÕ, American Hybrid, ed. Cole Swensen and David St. John (London: 
W.W.Norton & Company, 2009) pp. xvii-xxvi (p. xxi). 
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arts in her poetics is a dominant theme in her book of critical writing Noise That Stays 

Noise: Essays (2011)16 in which she demonstrates her commitment to research as a 

primary source of poetic content.  In ÔCy Twombly, Hero & Leandro 1981-84Õ (2008) 

she reflects upon the ÔzestÕ of creative endeavour: the Ôtendency to exceed that 

constitutes artÕ.17  Acutely aware of languageÕs inherent ambiguities, Swensen argues 

that Twombly, by turning his painted line into a written line, has to trust in Ôthe 

absence that each word guaranteesÕ.18  In her essay ÔOlson and the ProjectiveÕ (2008), 

she writes how Olson Ôwas after a physicality that was not beyond the available but 

that was more intense É a way to collapse the distance instigated by languageÕ.19   

 

In this chapter I analyse how Swensen treats ekphrasis as a medium of enquiry by 

focusing on particular poems in the The Glass Age and Gravesend.  In terms of 

existing criticism, only her early poetry has been treated with extended and serious 

consideration, principally by Lynn Keller in her essay ÔPoems Living with Paintings: 

Cole SwensenÕs TryÕ (2005).20  Focusing on examples of her later work, I examine the 

way that Swensen, like Creeley, uses visual artists as models to investigate creative 

process. 

 

I show how Swensen adopts OlsonÕs projective ambitions to create new possibilities 

for interaction and interpretation within the space between the visual image and its 

spectator: how her poems emphasize both that which we actually see and that which 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Cole Swensen, Noise That Stays Noise: Essays (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 
2011). 
17 Cole Swensen, ÔCy Twombly, Hero & Leandro 1981-84 [2008]Õ, Noise That Stays Noise: Essays, 
pp. 140-143 (p. 142). 
18 Ibid., p. 142. 
19 Swensen, ÔOlson and the Projective [2008]Õ, Noise That Stays Noise: Essays, pp. 16-20 (p. 20). 
20 Lynn Keller, ÔPoems Living with Paintings: Cole SwensenÕs Ekphrastic Try [2005]Õ, Thinking 
Poetry: Readings in Contemporary WomenÕs Exploratory Poetics (Iowa City: University of Iowa 
Press, 2010) pp. 97-123. 
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we donÕt see.  Whether itÕs within a painting or a poem, she draws our attention to our 

awareness of the medium we are looking through, each with its inherent opaque and 

transparent qualities.  After considering her immersion in TwomblyÕs Ôinverse 

ekphrasis: literature turned to a paintingÕ,21 I discuss the ways in which SwensenÕs 

continuing poetic project is congruent with that of Bonnard, whose painting she 

argues: Ôimplicitly asks what it is to see, and what it is to / look throughÕ.22  
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21 Swensen, ÔCy Twombly, Hero & Leandro 1981-84Õ, Noise That Stays Noise: Essays, p. 140. 
22 Swensen, ÔThe Open WindowÕ, The Glass Age, p. 7. 
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2.  Cole SwensenÕs Painterly Poetics 

Most theoretical discussions of ekphrasis, such as those by J.A.W. Heffernan23 and 

Murray Kreiger,24 draw upon the idea that images and texts are caught in a paragonal 

struggle where each has to fight for dominance over the other.  Breaking with 

traditional practice, Swensen seeks to avoid being involved in this pointless mismatch 

that forces painting and poem into binary contrast: silent or speaking; still or moving; 

spatial or temporal.   

 

Throughout her essay ÔTo WritewithizeÕ (2001),25 Swensen reveals how ekphrasis has 

the potential to bypass the anxieties of such rivalry that either provokes or inhibits the 

poet in front of an artwork.  Reflecting the Poundian tradition from which her poetics 

emerge, instead of using visual art only as subject matter, Swensen advocates 

employing it Ôas a model for formal construction, thus underscoring the arts as modes 

of thinking and perceiving, rather than as static objectsÕ.26  Swensen sees Ôthe 

traditional ekphrastic stanceÕ as one of imposition that immediately puts the poet in 

opposition, Ôin a kind of face-offÕ against what is being viewed; a situation that 

produces the kind of writing Ôused to keep art at a safe distance, to keep it sealed in its 

frame, demonstrably the ÒotherÓ of poetryÕ.27 

 

Validating a model that is open, explorative and less confrontational, she wants to 

portray the varied and accumulative ways that visual art can enter our lives, what she 

describes as: 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 J.A.W. Heffernan, Museum of Words: The Poetics of Ekphrasis from Homer to Ashbery (London: 
Chicago University Press, 1993). 
24 Murray Kreiger, Ekphrasis: The Illusion of the Natural Sign (Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1992). 
25 Cole Swensen, ÔTo Writewithize [2001]Õ, Noise That Stays Noise: Essays, pp. 69-73. 
26 Ibid., p. 71. 
27 Ibid., p. 70. 




































































